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A WORD ABOUT FUTURISM

On the occasion of 100th Anniversary of Futurist Manifesto
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This article is reprinted from: Zenit (ur. Ljubomir Micić), 37, Belgrade, 
November-December 1925.
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UDC 7.036(046)(049.2)

DIALOGUE MARINETTI – POLJANSKI

Paris, 28th October 1925

On the birthday of Zenitist poet Branko Ve Poljanski, Marinetti arrived in Paris. 
The encounter was cordial. On the same day, Marinetti gave a lecture on Fascism 
and Futurism. Regarding Futurism, one could hear that it was the fi rst basis of the 
Fascism and that the Fascism was the consequence of Futurism. ‘Glory to Musso-
lini and long live the dictator!’ – almost all the evening passed in such a manner. 
Noise, excitement. Giolittists protest. Fascists make a racket. ‘Long live Mussolini!’ 
‘Long live Marinetti!’ The Frenchmen reproached the animated Italians that they 
forgot they were in France. They said they did not need Fascism since they had 
– democracy of their own. They pleaded to the Italians that they were ‘right’ to say 
so since in 1915 Italy saved France from a disaster. That was said by Marinetti. Next 
he said that Fascism is not a reactionary movement but a revolution, because Mr. 
Mussolini was – a socialist! He said that Fascism was liberal since it stemmed from 
Futurism, and just about everyone knows Marinetti is anticlerical. Afterwards 
Marinetti said that the genius of Italian people is the greatest – that the power of 
Italian youth is inexhaustible and all it needed was a wake-up call. The cry: ‘Rise, 
young Italy!’ was uttered long ago by the Futurists, and today it is carried out by 
– Fascists. Futurism – Fascism – Fascism – Futurism.

After the lecture, the debate ensued. Enraged, I almost spoke in – French. I 
wanted to say that the Fascism is Italian imperialism which makes many Croats 
and Slovenians suffer. However, the language betrayed me. And what I could 
not say at the debate, I said tomorrow at the meeting with Marinetti.

The translator was – a lady. The Zenitist representative in Paris spoke Ser-
bian and German. The lady understood little, and by all chances, she would not 
have understood more even if the Zenitist spoke to her in her mother tongue. 
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Besides the Zenitist emissary and Marinetti, the conference and the dialogue is 
attended by – a Serb two metres tall, with Balkan shoulders and wise look in his 
eyes. On the Italian genius’s side there are the sculptor Depero and the painter 
Prampolini. Both possess fi ne Futurist intelligence. Marinetti outshines them by 
his impulsiveness.

POLJANSKI: Mister Marinetti! I salute you as the founder of Futurism and 
as a man who fi rst raised the fl ag and called the youth to rebellion. I do this as the 
representative of Zenitism in Paris, by my duty. And the founder of Zenitism and 
the manager of ‘Zenit’ has no reason either not to esteem you as such. But you, as 
a propagator of Fascism, lose our affi nities. Against such Marinetti, we protest.

MARINETTI: Thank you! You still have no reason to do so, because Fascism 
is a battle call, and battle is healthy and necessary.

POLJANSKI: The Zenitists appreciate your fi ght, but if it is Fascistic, then 
we can have no cooperation, because the Fascists burned down Slovenian ‘Na-
tional House’ in Trieste and threw two men alive from the third fl oor, through 
the fl ames and down on the street.

MARINETTI (losing his temper): The Communists were hiding there!…
POLJANSKI: A convenient excuse! The Communists are human beings too!
MARINETTI: In any case, Zenitists have always had our affi nities.
POLJANSKI: Good! Futurists too have had our affi nities, but the Fascists 

are terrorizing honest Croats in Istria and closing our schools.
MARINETTI: Are you a Serb or a Croat?
POLJANSKI: Serbo!
MARINETTI (raises an eyebrow and his left eye discretely glistens with 

amazement)…
POLJANSKI: Our affi nity for you being indeed sincere is proven by the fact 

that we have printed your works and that Mr. Micić stands by your side whenev-
er anyone attacks you. We held conferences and Zenitist soirées where you were 
glorifi ed as well. And what have you done for us? Wrote a few lines on us?

MARINETTI: It is very diffi cult because of your language, which no one 
understands…

POLJANSKI: I beg your pardon? Well, God is also a Serb: there are Serbs 
everywhere – there are Serbs and Slovenians even in Italy…

MARINETTI (trying to shift ground and getting ardently excited): Well, 
even many German poets have not been translated into Italian, because of their 
awkward language. But I had to take account of the Zenitists, and that is proven 
by my printing Micić and you in my last manifesto…

POLJANSKI: But we are not Futurists, we are Zenitists. In our country there 
are only Zenitists…
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MARINETTI: Well, as such, I called you to battle against the common enemy.
POLJANSKI: If the enemy is Europe, then go forward! If the enemy is the 

old bearded culture – we are ready.
DEPERO (cuts in lively): Lui dice! Lui dice!
POLJANSKI: We are joyful barbarians who will put the beards of wise el-

ders on fi re. We must do something for a common man. The Zenitists are antipo-
litical people because the politicians, together with their brethren the professors, 
ruined the world!

DEPERO (cuts in again, even more lively): Lui dice! Lui… Lui…
PRAMPOLINI (watches in wise silence)
MARINETTI: We Italians are also barbarians.
POLJANSKI: That is right! Bravo! Let us go to battle together.
MARINETTI: On that account, the Zenitists will be translated and printed 

in all our magazines. Next year there will be a great international congress of 
Futurists in Rome, which Zenitists will undoubtedly be invited to.

POLJANSKI: But we are not Futurists.
MARINETTI: Everyone will be permitted to keep their label.
POLJANSKI: I am glad! And who will fi nance it?
(Marinetti, the Lady, the other lady, the gentleman, Prampolini, Depero 

– they are all laughing!!!)
MARINETTI: Goodbye! Give my best regards to your head Ljubomir Micić. 

I appreciate and like him a great deal.
POLJANSKI: Goodbye! Till Monday!…
Handshake.

Branko Ve POLJANSKI – Paris

Translated by Goran Kapetanović


